[Establishment of a diagnostic system in disaster medicine].
Disaster medicine is a special field of medicine which is required at unexpected times under poor medical circumstances, such as the transport of several patients at once, complex information and lack of medical staff. In order to provide accurate diagnostic information under such poor medical conditions, it is necessary to establish a well-considered and functional system to prevent malpractice in a serial process from the identification of each patient to blood sampling, its analysis and reporting, and in the process of blood transfusion, as a typical example. We have established a diagnostic system based on a manual focusing on rapidity of procedures and prevention of malpractice consisting of a distinction between priority analysis (for blood gas and blood type) and secondary analysis, the development of a blood typing method, adoption of blood sampling with heparin and so on. On the basis of the characteristics of disaster medicine, we stressed the minimization of analytical items and simplification of analytical procedures as much as possible. In order to utilize this system effectively in a disaster, it is essential to implement periodic training and revision.